


CURIO-HAUS - PLACE OF PURE BEING

This is perhaps the greatest magic of the CURIO

HOUSE:

It gives the earthly something sublime. On 1,800

square metres, every idea gets its space, every

event its face. So let your feet follow your soul -

across wide parquet floors and curved terrazzo

staircases. Through bright corridors, into high

halls and hidden rooms that whisper history.

Rooms that cast people in their glory - there is

hardly a greater appreciation of the moment.

This event location is not a backdrop: It is a place 

of pure being.





LOCATION & ACCESS

Adress

CURIO-HAUS

Rothenbaumchaussee 11

20148 Hamburg

Accessibility

500 m to the Dammtor bus stop

1.8 km to the trade fair

2.8 km to Hamburg Central Station

3.5 km to Hamburg city centre

7 km to the A7 motorway

8 km to Hamburg Airport

10 km to A1



SHUTTLE CONCEPT CURIO-HAUS

Arrive relaxed. At the CURIO-HAUS.

Let your guests arrive comfortably with the shuttle.

The facts:

- Entrance and exit directly in front of the location

- Transfer time from Hamburg main station: 9 minutes 

- Transfer time from Hamburg airport: 19 minutes

- Good connections to the hotels in and around Hamburg

No cars on site. No chaos. No jostling. Just relaxed meetings and celebrations.



PUBLIC TRANSPORT CURIO-HAUS

Arrive relaxed. At the CURIO-HAUS.

Arriving at and departing from the event location CURIO-HAUS by public transport is easy and uncomplicated - here are the fastest 

connections:

From and to the S- and U-Bahn station Hamburg Dammtor:

Direction: Hamburg main station

Distance: 500 m

Takt: 4 minutes

Duration: 8 minutes

Direction: Hamburg Airport

Distance: 500 m

Takt: 10 minutes

Duration: 36 minutes



PUBLIC TRANSPORT CURIO-HAUS

Arrive relaxed. At the CURIO-HAUS.

Arriving at and departing from the event location CURIO-HAUS by public transport is easy and uncomplicated - the fastest connections 

here:

To and from the Hallerstraße subway station:

Direction: Hamburg main station

Distance: 800 m

Takt: 5 minutes

Duration: 23 minutes

Direction: Hamburg Airport

Distance: 800 m

Takt: 5 minutes

Duration: 38 minutes



EVENT TICKET DEUTSCHE BAHN

A relaxed arrival. At CURIO-HAUS.

If you and your guests want to travel with “Deutsche Bahn“, just get yourself a special event-ticket: 

− Fixed rate for 1st and 2nd class

− 100% with green energy

− Bookable 6 months beforehand

− Includes City Ticket for travel distances up to 100km or more 

Thanks to the good public transport and the connection between the Hamburg Main Station or Hamburg Dammtor and CURIO-HAUS, you are able to 

offer your guests a relaxed and climate-neutral arrival and departure. 

Book an event ticket

https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=3198&language=de
https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=2493&language=de
https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=4177&language=en
https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=4177&language=en

